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I wrote this book because I, like most
people in this world have been bombarded
with religion my whole life. There are
crosses everywhere we look, anti-vaxxers
using religion to justify their dangerous
conduct, Jesus peddlers knocking on our
doors, politicians spouting ridiculousness
and influencing our laws, as well as family
and friends forming conclusions based on a
diluted version of reality. This book is a
laymens attempt to take a comprehensive
and critical look at religion and superstition
in our world. We know too much.
Advancements in our understanding of
science and history are fundamentally
incompatible with the myths that are
propagated by todays religions. This book
conclusively demonstrates why we must let
go of the childish fables of the world.
Taking an irreverent and sarcastic tone,
The god that Cried Wolf clearly
demonstrates why all religions and
superstitions draw false conclusions about
how our world functions. It will be best
received by those people whom already
have a skeptical mind. However if this
book is read entirely from cover to cover,
any religious or superstitious person will be
able to clearly see why they can no longer
put stock into their particular myth. It also
illuminates why religious and superstitious
moderates help perpetuate and provide
security for the extremists. This book is a
call to action for everyone to start living in
a rational and logical state of being. The
intent is to create a world without frivolous
and dangerous forces which bear no
validity and to remove these fraudulent
influences from causing the many poor
behaviors people carry out in the name of
their particular religion.
If a person
honestly and actually reads this book with
an open mind in its entirety, they will no
longer be a believer in god, religion and
superstition by the time they finish reading
it. About the Author I am a photographer;
writer, painter, actor and Ive been a
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producer and vocalist in a band called Bad
Fathers for 15 years. I decided last year in
March 2013 I could no longer sit by
watching the religious ramble harmfully at
the people on earth about their hybrid
fantasys. I set out to write a book that
would show any religious person why their
thoughts are flawed and why they should
move on to a high brow view of religion
and the world we live.
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